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WritingKRISTEN BELL

Rachel Bilson 
Bell says of the actress and fellow 

new mom, “I met Rachel over 10 years 
ago and was immediately drawn 

to her kindness and optimism. She 
always has a smile on her face, and 

it’s wonderfully contagious.”

Dax Shepard 
The 41-year-old former 
Punk’d and Parenthood 

star married Bell in 2013 
after being introduced by 

friends in 2001. The two are 
proud parents of daughters 

Lincoln (3) and Delta (1).

Kristen Bell’s famous face—and voice—is just 
about everywhere. The actress, who turns 35 
this month, boasts an appeal that cuts across 
demographics and genres: comedy (Forgetting 
Sarah Marshall), sci-fi (Heroes), drama (House 
of Lies) and a host of others. In 2013, fans of 
Veronica Mars—the TV series that launched 
Bell’s stardom—raised record-breaking funds 
on Kickstarter to finance the show’s movie 
sequel, in which Bell reprised her role as the 
title character. This month, she stars alongside 
Mila Kunis in Bad Moms, a look at what happens 
when the pressure of being the perfect mother 
becomes too much. Bell, who has two kids in 
real life, has found the best way to balance it  
all: “Leaning on people I trust is key,” she says.  

—  J E N N I F E R  B R A D L E Y  F R A N K L I N

MISCELLANEOUS

BUSINESS

In 2015, Bell and Bilson, famous best 
friends and No Kid Hungry  

Champions, cohosted a fundraising 
dinner at the Four Seasons Los 

Angeles at Beverly Hills.

This Bar Saves Lives
The actress invested in this granola bar 

company cofounded by actor Ryan Devlin, 
which donates food aid globally for every 

bar sold. To date, more than 900,000  
Plumpy’Nut nutrition packets have 

been distributed worldwide.

Ryan Devlin 
In 2015, the actor, who 

played villain and  
Veronica Mars nemesis 

Mercer Hayes, tweeted, 
“Honored to have just  

presented a @nobleawards 
to my friend and not-

entirely-awful-person,  
@IMKristenBell.”

No Kid Hungry
“[The nonprofit] ensures that struggling 
children are nourished, allowing them to 
focus better and play harder,” says Bell, a 
spokesperson for the cause. “This means 
we’re raising happier kids, [with] healthier 

minds. The whole world benefits.”

  THE NETWORK

Pitch Perfect
Bell is the voice behind  

Princess Anna in Frozen,  
Lucy in the Assassin’s Creed 

video games and Gossip  
Girl’s title character, 

among others.

Voice Lessons
The actress studied musical  

theater at NYU’s Tisch School  
of the Arts. She left in 2002, just a 
few credits shy of graduating, to 
play Becky in The Adventures of  

Tom Sawyer on Broadway.

Meat-Free
Bell said “no” to meat at age 11 and was 

named PETA’s sexiest vegetarian in 
2013, clenching the title over fellow 
nominees Anne Hathaway, Alicia 
Silverstone and Christie Brinkley. 

Bell partnered with 
fellow Tisch alum and 
Broadway star Idina 

Menzel (who graduated 
in 1993) to voice sisters 

Anna and Elsa,  
respectively, in Frozen.

Bell and Shepard hilariously teamed up 
in a series of Samsung ads for everything 

from tablets to appliances to smartphones. 
“There’s nobody I like working with more,” 

Shepard told People in 2015.

Big Brand Endorsements  
Her natural charisma, famous ice blue eyes 

and impeccable comic timing have made her 
a natural spokesperson for many big brands, 

including Neutrogena and Samsung.
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